Grow a tree on n vertices by starting with no edges and successively adding an edge chosen uniformly from the set of possible edges whose addition would not create a cycle. This process is closely related to the classical random graph process. We describe the asymptotic structure of the tree, as seen locally from a given vertex. In particular, we give an explicit expression for the asymptotic degree distribution. Our results an be applied to study the random minimum-weight spanning tree question, when the edge-weight distribution is allowed to vary almost arbitrarily with n.
X=, and this is 2:. Our proofs in Sections 2 and 3 formalizing these process approximations are conceptually straightforward, though a little lengthy.
Theorem 1 is intended as a worked example in the general theory of asymptotic fringe distributions introduced in [l] . For any family of random trees one can define P,, as above (using an initial random root: in the present example, by symmetry this is equivalent to making vertex 1 the root). In most well-studied families it is easy to show the existence of a limit distribution m as in Theorem 1, or a related limit cycling behavior. For example, for the uniform random labeled tree, the limit distribution analogous to m is just 9,. The point of a result like Theorem 1 is that it implies convergence (to a limit defined in terms of r ) of all functionals of the random tree which involve only ''local'' structure. This contrasts with the traditional analytic techniques in combinatorics, which treat only one functional at a time. Propositions 2 and 3 below give specializations of Theorem 1 to more concrete questions. The proof is given in Section 4.1. Similarly, Theorem 1 implies that the height and size of the subtree s,, converge to the height and size of %'! , though we do not have any simple explicit expression for these limit distributions. (Note that although Proposition 2 gives the degree of the root as a mixture of Poissons, it is not true that 7~ is the corresponding mixture of (%$I)).
As a second application of Theorem 1 , we get some deeper insight into the well-studied problem of random minimum-weight spanning trees. The results stated below will be proved in Section 4.4. Take the complete graph on n vertices. Attach i.i.d. edge-weights T!;), and consider (a) the special case: i j @ ) has uniform distribution on (0, n -1); (b) the general case: v("' 2 0 has some continuous distribution function G,,, varying arbitrarily with n .
In the special case, the minimum-weight spanning tree (constructed using Kruskal's greedy algorithm) is exactly Y,,, and for each edge of Y,, the weight is the time s at which that edge was added in the tree-process (T,,(s); 0 5 s I n -1 ) . Write W,, for the total weight of the minimum-weight spanning tree T,,. A well-known result of Frieze [6] says that in the special case G , ' ( x l n ) e-"" dx < p .
ALDOUS ( 2 )
Then as n + EW,, -n lox G,'(x/n)f,(x) dx .
A natural special case is where G,, E G does not depend on n and satisfies Then and a calculus exercise (Section 4.3) shows the integral term is equal to
Putting p = 1, we recover (1). The special case (3, 4) has been given by Timofeev On a technical note, the continuity assumption on G,, makes the statement of Proposition 3 simple, but is not in itself essential. The condition (2) excludes examples such as where the total weight W,, is dominated by the weights of a vanishingly small proportion of edges.
In principle, Theorem 1 could be applied to more general "cost" functionals associated with the random minimum spanning tree. Such functionals occur, for instance, in the context of set union-find algorithms [ S , 7 , 9 ] . But we have not pursued this topic.
M A I N PART O F PROOF
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1, deferring until Section 3.3 a key lemma which requires some technical background (Section 3).
For each edge (i, j ) of the complete graph on n vertices, create a real-valued random variable Zi.j distributed uniformly on [0, n -11, independent for different edges. For each s E [0, n -11 let %(n, s / ( n -1)) be the random graph consisting of those edges (i, j ) with Z,., IS. Each edge has chance s l ( n -1) to be in this graph, and so we conform to the customary notation in the theory of random graphs. Regard s as "time" and s+ %(n, s / ( n -1)) as a graph process, which adds new edges at random times 0 < S, < S, < --. the same distribution as the tree described in the abstract.
We now define another tree-valued process (9,(s); 0 9 s 5 n -1). Let a(n)+ a, a(n) /n 3 0 as n + a be constants specified later (Lemma 8 Formally, regard Y,(s) as taking values in the set T U T * , where T* is the set of finite rooted trees with one distinguished vertex u* (which may be the root).
The main part of the result is
where 2= is the T*-valued random tree defined following Equation (18) below.
Granted this result, we proceed as follows. For a tree t* E T * , define a tree to E T as follows. If the distinguished vertex u* of t is the root, then let to = t (with the root undistinguished). If not, then u* is in one of the branches o f t (i.e., one of the subtrees rooted at a neighbor of the root of t ) : define to to be t minus the branch containing the distinguished vertex.
Write S ; ( n -1) and 2ift for the trees obtained in this way from 9,(n -1) and It is clear from the construction that S ; ( n -1) is the same as the fringe tree 9,
x .
provided that lS,(n -1)1 C n / 2 . So By Lemma 5 and fipiteness of X x , the bound tends to 0 as n + 30. Now Lemma 5 implies S;(n -1)+ X:, and so 
The series solution is not very useful: calculations are better done with the inverse function
It is well-known and elementary that and that the conditional distributions satisfy where s^=s for 0 5~4 1 and For future reference, using (7) it is not hard to show Given s, <s,, there is a natural construction of a joint distribution (grl, gS2)
with the right marginals. Start with gS2. Delete or retain each edge independently, with chance sl/s2 of retention. Then let gSI be the tree-component in the retained graph rooted at the original root: it is easy to verify that this gS, is indeed distributed as the Galton-Watson tree.
It is not hard to show that we can produce aT-valued process (3s; 0 I s < m)
which is a continuous-time nonhomogeneous Markov process, with the twodimensional distributions specified above. The evolution of this process as s increases can be described in words as follows. In time [s, s f ds], each vertex u of ?lr has chance ds to have a subtree appended to it, and such a subtree has distribution rr,, i.e., the distribution of the Galton-Watson (Poisson(s)) tree itself. Such a process is specified by its transition rate matrix R,, whose interpretation is R,(t, u) ds = P(%s+, = uI 3, = t ) ; t, u E ?, f # u .
For our process we can specify R, as follows. For t, t , E ? and u a vertex of t, write ( i , u, t , ) for the tree obtained by appending to t a subtree rooted at u which is a copy of t,. (That is, connect f and t, via a new edge from u to the root of t,, and regard the root of t as the root of the new tree.)
Then R,(t, u ) = c c 1,,,* u , r , ) = U ) r s ( f l ) .
(12)
" € 1 I , € ?
(Technical aside. We are abusing notation here, because ? is uncountable.
Rather than set up 3, as a general-state-space Markov process, it is simpler to justify the arguments here by the truncation idea in Section 5.)
In terms of the process (gS; 0 I s < m), there is a random time L at which the size of the tree becomes infinite:
Then 1 < L < a a.s., and the usual convention about making Markov processes right-continuous gives IgLI = m. A priori, it might happen that the left limit gL-is an infinite tree, but it turns out that in fact this limit tree is a s . finite. In other words, at time L some vertex V * of a finite tree gL-instantaneously grows an infinite tree. To argue this, (12) implies
and so evolves by vertices growing subtrees, which may be finite or infinite subtrees. The process %f" evolves in the same way, except that the infinite subtrees are censored: also, the vertex V * at which the first infinite subtree in % is grown at time L is distinguished in Zs, s z L. In other words, We now define a process (Sre,) associated with (ys). The process aq= q , s < L ZL = %L -, with V * distinguished and after time L the process Xs evolves as the Markov process with transition rates R, given by (12), except that the sum is over t, E T instead of ?. Given this result, to prove Lemma 5 we need only show s-x iim lim I,-+= sup P($,,(n -1) f P,,(s)) = 0 .
(19)
To argue this, recall that L,, is the first time s that vertex 1 enters a "giant component" (size 2 a(n)) of %(n, s / ( n -1)). Write q,,(s) = expected proportion of vertices outside the smallest giant component of
,(s)I
X number of vertices outside smallest giant component of %(n, s / ( n -1 ) ) .
So for any fixed a n n -1
NOW from Lemma 6 and finiteness of X x , This is Lemma 8(b) below.
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Random Graphs
There is a well-developed theory of random graphs, treated in detail by Bollobas [4] . The facts we need are comparatively simple, though not quite of the standard form. We state them below, and sketch them briefly without going into routine details.
Recall r s ( x ) = P(%Is = x ) for a finite rooted unlabeled tree x . We can extend this to finite rooted graphs x by putting z , ( x ) = 0 if x is not a tree. Let Cy(x) denote the (random) proportion of vertices i of %(n, s / ( n -1)) for which the component containing i, considered as a graph rooted at i, is isomorphic to x . 
Convergence of Finite-state Processes
The final technical ingredient is a lemma on convergence of non-Markov processes to a Markov limit. Let (X(s): 0 5 s < 00) be a nonhomogeneous Markov process on a finite state-space T with transition rates R 5 ( t l , t 2 ) , t, # t , . For each One can show, under the hypotheses of the lemma, that these canonical versions (constructed for each n and the limit process from the same ( U y , V t ) ) converge a s . to the limit canonical version as n-m.
Proof of lemma 6
We use a natural truncation idea. Fix a large integer K, and introduce a graveyard state A. Define truncated processes 7 To calcualte the transition intensity for X"(s), we take the filtration generated by the entire random graph process ($(n, s'/(n -l)), s' c s). If two vertices are in different components at time s, the chance that an edge between them is created during [s, s + ds] is dsl(n -1 -s). It follows that, on {X"(s) = t , } , R:(w, t t ) = e , + x number of pairs ( u , i) such that: n -1 -s u is a vertex of t,; i is a vertex of $(n, s / ( n -1 ) ) whose component, considered as a graph rooted at i, is a tree x , say; i is not in the component containing 1;
Here el is an error term, incorporating the possibility that a transition from t , to I, might occur by t, being attached to some nontree component. We can rewrite the expression above as Transition type 3. Consider transitions from a tree t , without distinguished vertex to state A. We prove convergence of transition intensities by a trick: by the previous results, it suffices to prove convergence €or the total transition rate out of state t , . But for the limit process, this total transition rate is I t , / ; and for the finite processes the total transition rate is Transition type 4. Suppose both f , and I , have a distinguished vertex. The argument follows the argument for type 1, except that the error term e, is absent.
Transition type 5. Consider transitions from a tree I , with a distinguished vertex to state A. We repeat the trick of considering instead the total transition rate out of state t , . For the limit process, this total transition rate is For the finite processes, the transition intensity is It,/ x n -size of component of %(n, s/(n -1)) containing 1 .
n -l -s
Since t , has been given a distinguished vertex, the size of that component is at least a(n). In the notation of Lemma 8, the proportional size of the component is between A:** and A:*', and so by the assertion of Lemma 8 the intensities above converge to those of (27) . 
EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS WITH THE FRINGE
Proof of Proposition 2
A key fact, proved later, for doing calculations with the limit X : is Lemma 10. dist(X:lL = s) = dist(gj), where i was defined at (10).
Since we know (13) the distribution of L , this lemma gives the distribution of X : , and the only issue is to take account of the evolution of 2; over L < s < =. This fact foliows from the "independence under subdivision" property of the For the application to minimum-weight spanning trees, we study a certain random time J associated with the limit random tree-process (Xs). In words, J is the time of attachment of the edge leading from the root towards the distinguished vertex.
To say this precisely, let T~ < r2 <. --be the times s at which successive edges El, E 2 , . . . SO on 1 < s < 30 we can specify F via its inverse function F2(x) ) .
And since F = 0 on (0, l ) , the formula (33) is true for all 0 5 x < w.
(33)
A Calculus Exercise
Here is the argument for (4). Put a = 1 / p for convenience. Note that the Here we wrote ,,C, for "n choose m."
Minimum-weight Spanning Trees
Proof of Proposition 3. Regard F,, as a random tree in which each edge has "weight" equal to the time at which it was added, in the process (F,,(s)). Define Jn(l) to be the weight of the edge (E,, (l) , say) at vertex 1 leading towards the 
This in is the weight of a uniform random edge of the minimum spanning tree, in the special case where the edge-weights ijtn) are distributed uniformly on (0, n -1 ) . But the case of general edge-weights 9'"' can be constructed from the special case by simply putting = G : l ( $ ( " ) / ( n -l)), and so the edge-weight distribution 0, in the general case relates to the special case via Now Proposition 3 follows from (35).
Proof of Corollary 4. What we must prove is Ee,, -E G , ' ( J / n ) , that is €G,l(i,,/(n -1)) -EG,'(J/n) .
(36)
Now J has support [0, =) and G,' is positive nondecreasing: using (35), standard integration theory says that a sufficient condition for (36) is Gi1(6,,/n) G (x, / n ) is uniformly integrable (37) for some 0 < x, < to. Using hypothesis (2) , it is sufficient to show that there exist p > 0, B < Q) such that P(6,, > s) I Be-Pr , s 2 2 , n 2 2 .
Recall the construction above of edges E,,(u) with weights J,,(u). Because each edge of 9,, can occur at most twice in (E,(u); u = 1,. . . , n ) , 2n 2n n -1 n -1 P(e, E .) I -P(J,(V,) E .) = -P ( J n ( l ) E .)
Now J,(1) 5 L,, where L, is the time at which vertex 1 gets connected to the giant component. So it is enough to show a bound of the form But this is easy, e.g., because
('1 '(Ln >s) + P ( L >s) = p(s) < 1 as n+a, s > 1 fixed;
(ii) the map s 4 P(Ln > s) is submultiplicative, for fixed n. 
An abstract way of proving such extensions was developed in [l] . By verifying an "extremality" condition on the asymptotic fringe distribution r , one can deduce that convergence in probability is an immediate consequence of convergence of expectations for all local functionals. The required verification for our r is sketched in [l] , and this implies (38,39) in particular.
The Dual Tree
There is another model which is, loosely speaking, dual to our model. Start with the complete graph on n vertices. At each stage, pick and delete an edge chosen uniformly from the set of edges whose deletion would not disconnect the graph.
This gives a random graph 9; which (for n 2 5 ) is different from 9,. For example, for the star t, on 5 vertices centered at 1, 
